DON’T LOSE YOUR LIFE TO AIDS HYSTERIA

AIDS doctors accidentally killed an estimated 300,000 people during the “AIDS hysteria” years of 1987-1997 (by prescribing heavy doses of AZT or similar drugs). It was a mass iatrogenic (doctor-caused) massacre, claiming the lives of Arthur Ashe, Rudolph Nureyev, Keith Haring, Kimberly Bergalis, Freddie Mercury, and many others.

They were healthy until convinced to take the medicines. This danger is still with us. Modern AIDS drugs are less toxic, but still life threatening, just not as quickly. Today, 2009, those taking the modern-day ARV therapy are dying at an average age of 45.

AIDS MEDICINES THEMSELVES CAN CAUSE THE SYMPTOMS OF AIDS. AIDS drugs are often given to those who test HIV positive but who are healthy and have no symptoms. Once on medication you may experience weight loss, nausea, diarrhea, mental confusion, organ failure, etc. Then the doctors say, “This is HIV attacking not only your immune system, but now your brain and nervous system as well. You have AIDS.”

THE CASE OF JIM MALONE

WHAT DOCTORS TELL PEOPLE WHO TEST “HIV POSITIVE” OFTEN CAUSES EXTREME TRAUMA. IN FACT THE TERROR AND DESPAIR ALONE ARE FREQUENTLY ENOUGH TO MAKE PEOPLE SICK.

JIM MALONE OF SAN FRANCISCO IS JUST ONE EXAMPLE:

In 1986 Jim was told he was HIV positive and was therefore infected with HIV. Almost immediately, he lost his appetite and the ability to sleep, and over the next eight years he lost 20% of his normal weight. He became sicker and sicker until finally he needed an in-home care nurse. In 2003 Jim was told he had end-stage AIDS. Then in 2004 he took another test and discovered he was HIV negative. Almost immediately, all Jim’s health and sleeping problems began to vanish. Today Jim is doing fine.

CAUSES AND TREATMENTS OF ‘AIDS’

It is often stated that there is a large body of research that shows AIDS is caused by ‘HIV.’ But constant repetition doesn’t make a falsehood true. Ask any AIDS expert or virologist to provide the scientific references that demonstrate proof, and you will find that they can’t! It is interesting that it has never been documented once in a refereed journal that any medical worker has got AIDS when accidentally pricked with ‘HIV positive’ blood. If AIDS were caused by infection, this would happen frequently.

Your immune system can be knocked out by malnutrition, stress, toxic drugs or medicines, or even a blood transfusion. These bring on a condition of oxidative stress with too many damaging ‘free radicals.’ This may also produce a positive HIV test.

If you are told you have an ‘AIDS defining disease,’ you can demand treatment for that disease directly, you do not have to accept an anti-retroviral treatment in addition to fight an imaginary, scientifically unproven virus that they will tell you is in your blood without proof.

YOUR ILLNESS WAS AROUND BEFORE AIDS WAS INVENTED. Your immune system may be restored by approaches like anti-oxidant supplements, and avoiding too much stress, or eliminating exposure to toxins or potent chemicals (including drugs).

You cannot get AIDS from sex. But untreated venereal disease can compromise your immune system.

The idea that AIDS can be spread by HIV through sex to anyone and everyone is incorrect. Prostitutes are not at risk for AIDS unless they are also drug abusers. HIV-negative people rarely become HIV-positive despite years of unprotected sex with their HIV-positive partner.

THE AIDS TRAP

A POSITIVE RESULT ON AN HIV TEST WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER. YOU COULD LOSE FRIENDS, YOUR RELATIONSHIPS, YOUR HEALTH INSURANCE, YOUR JOB, THE CUSTODY OF YOUR KIDS, EVEN YOUR SANITY. We want you to know a few facts before you agree to take what’s called an HIV test. Facts that doctors and medical staff probably won’t tell you. A positive result does not mean you are infected with a deadly virus. It can be caused by non-health-threatening factors, although it also may be a warning that your immune system is damaged. If you are sick you may not need medications to get well, especially not dangerous AIDS medications.

HOW CAN SO MANY DOCTORS AND EXPERTS BE WRONG?

When AIDS began there was fear and tremendous pressure for an answer. With our puritanical cultural milieu (sex is evil and bad) the theory that AIDS could spread to everyone by sex was easily accepted. Momentum was built with money for HIV research and medicines.

By the time the HIV theory was exposed to questioning, medical professionals and scientists had come to a premature consensus declaring that AIDS was caused by ‘HIV.’

Many workers in the AIDS industry had their careers committed to this unproven assumption. They could not see the mistake, or if they did couldn’t fight the entrenched belief and public health policies.

The AIDS experts have been forced to keep extending the time it takes for HIV positives to die if they don’t take the AIDS medicines. It is now 20 years—almost the entire length of the epidemic!

WHY IS THE INCORRECT THEORY OF AIDS KEPT ALIVE?

There is a strident group of government and industry-funded attackers called AIDS Truth who claim that anyone who opposes the HIV-AIDS dogma is a “denialist.” They say that our critical and questioning information is “dangerous and a threat to public health.”

Unfortunately, whenever doctors, scientists, or journalists have pointed out the inaccuracy of HIV tests, the ineffectiveness and danger of AIDS medicines, and the lack of scientific evidence that the particles that are labeled as HIV cause AIDS, they have been viciously attacked and ostracized.

Getting involved could cost the respect of colleagues, career, status and income. Every scientist punished in this manner scares many more into conformance.

Scientists and especially physicians often live in a knowledge cocoon—they may prefer to rely on information from authorities and not research this issue themselves.

ALIVE AND WELL . . .

The truth is that thousands of people have tested HIV positive and chosen treatment based on their symptoms, and to not take the AIDS drugs. They are doing fine 10, 15 and more than 20 years later. Billions of dollars on research have given us no vaccine and no cure. Thousands of medical doctors, scientists, journalists, legal experts and educators now believe that the theory that HIV causes AIDS needs re-examination. Many have stated that the HIV/AIDS theory, rather than AIDS itself is the greatest medical tragedy of the last century. For more information and references that support the information here, or to see a list of the thousands of professionals around the world who question current beliefs about HIV, visit the Rethinking AIDS web site: www.rethinkingaids.com
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The AIDS Trap

Read the Fine Print

Rapid Test Insert: “Intended for use as a point-of-care test to aid in the diagnosis of infection with HIV-1.” “A reactive test...suggests the presence of antibodies...” (In other words, it’s not really an “HIV” test.)

ELISA Antibody Test Insert: “At present there is no recognized standard for establishing the presence and absence of HIV-1 antibody in human blood.”

Western Blot Confirmatory Test Insert: “In human blood.”

Using any specimen type should be followed with standard ELISA Antibody test insert: “HIV” test.)

PCR Genetic Test Insert: “Positive blot results do not confirm the presence of HIV, but doctors still use these tests to tell people that they are HIV positive.”

But ‘Positive’ for What? Proteins similar to those that the tests are designed to find are sometimes found in people who are or have been pregnant, or have had certain vaccines (like flu, hepatitis B, or tetanus shots), who have had blood transfusions, who have chronically used street drugs, or who have had fungal infections, or have had viral infections like herpes, chicken pox or measles.

All of these factors (and many others, about 70 in total) can make you test positive. In some cases healthy people test positive for no known reason.

If you test positive, you need to ask why. Was it because you were pregnant, had a flu vaccine shot, measles, or some one of about 70 other conditions or factors that can make you test positive, but are not life-threatening illnesses?

It’s incredible, but the tests are not designed to look for or find HIV, but doctors still use these tests to tell people that they are “infected” with HIV and have, or soon will have, AIDS!

What is it virologists are measuring that they are calling “HIV”?

In the mid 80’s Dr. Robert Gallo found proteins in the blood of AIDS victims which he presumed were part of a virus that was causing AIDS. Gallo and his associates made up test kits based on these proteins. If the test kit turns color to an arbitrary degree, you are deemed ‘HIV positive.’

But ‘Positive’ for What? Proteins similar to those that the kits detect are sometimes found in people who are or have been pregnant, or have had certain vaccines (like flu, hepatitis B, or tetanus shots), who have had blood transfusions, who have chronically used street drugs, or who have had fungal infections, or have had viral infections like herpes, chicken pox or measles.

All of these factors (and many others, about 70 in total) can make you test positive. In some cases healthy people test positive for no known reason.

If you test positive, you need to ask why. Was it because you were pregnant, had a flu vaccine shot, measles, or some one of about 70 other conditions or factors that can make you test positive, but are not life-threatening illnesses?

Is your immune system compromised and you need to find out why and what to do about it? Or is the result totally meaningless?

The ‘Viral Load’ PCR Tests

A technique called PCR finds and multiplies certain small chains of genetic code which can identify a virus.

But do specific RNA chains always mean a virus is there? When researchers used an electron microscope to look for HIV retroviruses in the blood of AIDS patients who had what was called “high viral loads” using PCR technology they never could find them!

(The photos and drawings you see of HIV in the AIDS literature are all particles of unknown origin and function that are not found in laboratory studies. Images of ‘free’ HIV retrovirus particles cannot be found using the electron microscope in the fresh blood of people with AIDS.)

Have InNocent RNA Chains been ‘framed’ by virologists just for being at the scene of the crime?

The genetic code called HIV may vary by as much as 20% from person to person, far too much to call it a species. There are even reports whereby HIV sequences have been detected in normal ‘non-HIV-infected’ humans, mice, dogs, cattle, even worms and flies.

Virologists say these ‘HIV genomes’ kill our CD4 immune cells, but they can’t find these ill-defined markers they think identify ‘HIV’ in enough CD4 cells for them to do serious damage. Perhaps our cells make these chains in response to illness as a defense mechanism? Are they there to defend instead of attack? Or perhaps as a by-product of illness?

There are more problems with the HIV/AIDS theory. Scientists have spent billions in more than 60 different vaccine trials but none of them evoked true seroconversion to the protein antibodies that diagnose people on the “HIV” test kits, not to mention protect anyone from acquiring AIDS. Only one test had a small, highly questionable, reduction in people testing HIV positive. Could these failures indicate that no specific retrovirus is involved with AIDS?

Predictions of an AIDS pandemic in the 1990s never materialized. It is not well known, but an AIDS pandemic has never happened in Africa where the population has doubled since AIDS began. Statistics there are seriously flawed. If someone dies of TB or other ordinary causes, they may say they died of AIDS to attract our attention...you are in danger of falling into the AIDS Trap. If you test HIV positive, you will be told you have a fatal disease. You will be thrown into the AIDS zone; like being in a hypnotic movie whose fatal outcome is preordained. You must try to escape! You may be told to start taking antiretroviral (ARVs) drugs right away. Stop! Why was your test positive? Do any of the 70 factors mentioned above that can cause a positive result pertain to you? Do you need to be treated for a serious illness or toxicity? Perhaps a healthier lifestyle is all that is needed. Or perhaps you are perfectly healthy.

In some cases, such as severe fungal or bacterial infections, ARVs may bring short-term relief, not because they affect viruses but because they happen to kill fungus and bacteria (and also kill your own cells mitochondria which are essential for your life). In the long run their use is dangerous – the leading cause of death for patients on AIDS drugs is liver failure, a known side effect of the medicine. AIDS drugs also can cause serious changes in your body's shape such as losing fat from your face and legs to form a “buffalo hump” on your back. An increased incidence of heart attacks has been found and life-threatening anemia is common in about half of the people that take ARVs. Many of the medications are associated with kidney failure and nerve disorders so severe that people cannot even write their name or walk.

If you are pregnant, you will be pressured to take such drugs that will interfere with the growth of your baby, possibly leading to birth defects or cancers. The authorities will threaten to take your child away if you try to breastfeed or if you refuse to give your baby similar drugs.

If you are sexually active, and if a partner who agreed to have sex with you complains to police that they did not know you were HIV positive, you could be sentenced to years in jail.